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ABSTRACT

When and why do shoppers prefer to buy from a
brand’s direct-to-consumer (DTC) store over their
regular multi-brand store? Although it is assumed
that shoppers prefer DTC stores for economic
reasons, such as superior products or lower prices,
results from six pre-registered studies show that
the feeling of coherence also plays an important
role in their store choice. The mere coherence
between the product and the store can increase
shoppers’ preference for the DTC store even when
there is no economic advantage in choosing the
DTC store—a phenomenon we label as the store
coherence effect. For example, buying a Coach
bag from Coach.com feels more coherent than
buying it from Amazon.com. This store coherence
effect can increase preference for the DTC store
even when the identical bag is available in both
stores at the same price.

Furthermore, the store coherence effect increases
with purchase-decision involvement. As purchase-
decision involvement increases, shoppers are
willing to sacrifice the convenience of buying from
regular store for the coherence of DTC store.
Factors that increase purchase-decision
involvement—price or personal relevance—increase
the store coherence effect. Although purchase-
decision involvement can increase both rational
and experiential thinking, only the latter increases
the store coherence effect.

Study 1 & 2: Manipulate DTC Store-Product 
Coherence

Study 3: When Do Shoppers Choose DTC Stores?

Study 4 : Manipulate Involvement

HYPOTHESIS
H1: Shoppers will prefer the store that feels more coherent with the product than the store that feels less 
coherent, even when all other aspects of the transaction such as product, price, and service levels are identical 
across the two stores. 

H2: Merely changing the store name to make it more coherent with the product will increase shoppers’ 
preference for that store even when all other aspects of the transaction such as product, price, and service 
levels are identical across the two stores.

H3: Shoppers will be more likely to choose the coherent DTC store (vs. a convenient store) for product 
categories where purchase-decision involvement is higher.

H4a: A higher price will increase shoppers’ propensity to choose a coherent DTC store over a convenient 
store.

H4b: Higher personal relevance will increase shoppers’ propensity to choose a coherent DTC store over a 
convenient store.

Participants N=900 combined, MTurk

Design - Between-subjects 2-cell design: Coherence Low vs. High
- Measured perceived coherence with DTC store and Amazon separately, 
ruled out decision fluency

Participants N= 255 MTurk

Design Single factor within-subjects design with seven levels. 
- Ruled out 4 other plausible predictors: Self-brand connectedness, 
Product familiarity, Product interest, and Choice uncertainty
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Study 6 : Consequential Design

S1

S2

Participants N= 300 MTurk

Design Between-subjects 2-cell design: Price Low vs. High
- Measured purchase-decision involvement to show mediation

Participants N= 330 MTurk

Design Quasi experimental design: 2 Groups, NY residents and non-NY residents
-Lucky participants received the mug of their choice either from Amazon or 
NYU website based on their preference
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NY: 60% DTC
non-NY: 45% DTC


